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Eprolithus apertior BLACK, 1973 

Figs . 7, 9, 10 - Eprolithus apertior sp. nov., 
x 8.000. 7) Oblique proximal view. Upper 
Gault, New Museums Site, Cambridge 
(H.965). SM 27583. 9) Lateral view. Up
per Gault, Bed XI, Folkestone (H.756). 
SM 23124. 10) Holotype, oblique distal 
·1iew. Lower Gault, Bed I, Folkestone 

(H.1010) . SM 30714. 
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Description: 
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Eprolithus 
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Diagnosis: A species of Eprolithus with a relatively thin wall and broad central diaphragm. 

Description. The coccolith consists of a short cylindrical tube slightly widened at the two ends, 

one of which is usually a little wider than the other. For convenience of description, the wider 

end is assumed to be distal. The wall consists of nine columnar units, inflated on the external 

surface so as to give the coccolith a fluted appearance. 
Half way up the tube, at its narrowest part, is a disk-shaped diaphragm constructed of nine, 

thin, rhombohedral plates overlapping each other with a left-handed imbrication. In most 

specimens these plates meet at the centre, completely blocKing the tube. In some, however, 

they stop short of the centre, leaving a small aperture. 
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Measurements (in microns): 

Holotype: H.1010 30714 oblique distal view 
H.755 23108 distal view 
H .756 23124 lateral view 
H.965 27436 " " 

" 27531 " " 
" 27583 oblique proximal view 

H.1018 27759 lateral view 
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d = major diameter of the distal shield; p = major diameter of the proximal surface; 
c = major diameter of the central area; pe = diameter of aperture at the centre of the 
diaphragm; h = total height. 

Remarks: 

This species resembles E. floralis very closely. The main differences lie in the possession of 
a longer tube, in proportion to its breadth; thinner walls, and a larger art-a of the diaphragm 
exposed to view from the open ends. 

Type level: 

Lower Gault. 
Occurrence: Middle and Upper Albian. This is a rare species recorded from the Lower (Beds 
I, VII) and Upper (Beds XI, XII) Gault at Folkestone (H.1010, H.1018, H.756, H.755), and 
from the top of the Gault at Cambridge (H.965). It has not been seen at localities farther north. 

Type locality: 

Folkestone (Southeastern England). 

Depository: 

Collection of electron micrographs at the Sedgwick Museum, Cambridge. 
Holotype : SM 30714; fig. 10; from the Lower Gault (Bed I) at Folkestone (H.1010). 

Author: 

Black M., 1973, p. 100; pl. 33, figs . 7, 9, 10; text-figs. 48, 49. 

Reference: 

British Lower Cretaceous Coccoliths. I. Gault Clay, Part 2. Palaeontogr. Soc. Monogr., vol. 
127, pp. 49-112, text-figs. 39-51, pls. 17-33. 
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